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The Story Behind The Cheeze's Cheese Cow
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Escanaba, MICH. Local business man, Mr. Cheeze said that he saw a cow on the moon three months ago. Mr.
Cheeze called the police at two in the morning and frantically said that there was a cow on the moon. Police
arrived at the resident's house roughly half an hour later and found Mr. Cheeze peering out his telescope in his
bathrobe. Mr. Cheeze had acted quite frantically by what he had seen, or at least what he thought he had seen.
Before the police could calm the resident down, police looked through the telescope themselves and found
something quite interesting.

There was a piece of cheese on the lens of the telescope that just so happened to be in the shape of a cow
positioned on top of the moon. Mr. Cheeze was quite baffled at first and would not believe it until the cheese
was taken off and he looked into the telescope again. Police then left soon afterwards, leaving Mr. Cheeze in
surprise of the situation. This strange event however would lead to something great.

Mr. Cheeze, being part of the family to the Cheeze Family's Dairy and All Things Cheese Corp, he brought up
an idea to his family. In the next month, seen in local stores were Mr. Cheeze's Cheese Cows, a slab of cheese
shaped beautifully like a cow. It has only been two months since the beginning of sales, but so far the outlook
towards the future of Cheeze's Cheese Cows is very promising. There is already talk of making it a global
mission. In an interview, he was asked what he thought of everything that has happened up until this point.

"To think that something like this happened just because I got cheese on my good ol' telescope! What has all
happened so far is something even beyond my own imagination. I would just like to thank everyone in the
community of Escanaba for being so supportive."

If you would like to support Mr. Cheeze and his family business, please visit local stores or visit Cheeze
Family's Dairy and All Things Cheese Corp social media. Go back to Home Page.
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